ABSTRACT RGB-D image-based scene recognition has achieved significant performance improvement with the development of deep learning methods. While convolutional neural networks can learn high-semantic level features for object recognition, these methods still have limitations for RGB-D scene classification. One limitation is that how to learn better multi-modal features for the RGB-D scene recognition is still an open problem. Another limitation is that the scene images are usually not object-centric and with great spatial variability. Thus, vanilla full-image CNN features maybe not optimal for scene recognition. Considering these problems, in this paper, we propose a compact and effective framework for RGB-D scene recognition. Specifically, we make the following contributions: 1) A novel RGB-D scene recognition framework is proposed to explicitly learn the global modal-specific and local modal-consistent features simultaneously. Different from existing approaches, local CNN features are considered for the learning of modal-consistent representations; 2) key Feature Selection (KFS) module is designed, which can adaptively select important local features from the high-semantic level CNN feature maps. It is more efficient and effective than object detection and dense patch-sampling based methods, and; 3) a triplet correlation loss and a spatial-attention similarity loss are proposed for the training of KFS module. Under the supervision of the proposed loss functions, the network can learn import local features of two modalities with no need for extra annotations. Finally, by concatenating the global and local features together, the proposed framework can achieve new state-of-the-art scene recognition performance on the SUN RGB-D dataset and NYU Depth version 2 (NYUD v2) dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of deep learning methods especially the convolutional neural networks (CNN), image classification performance has been improved dramatically on the large-scale object-centric image recognition dataset: ImageNet [1] . Although modern CNN architectures such as ResNet [2] can learn more effective representations of image, directly exploiting full-image features is sub-optimal for scene recognition. The reason is that global scene image features cannot capture the great spatial varieties of the scene.
Considering the difference between object recognition and scene classification, varieties of methods [4] , [5] have been
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proposed for RGB image based scene classification task. Zhou et al. [6] released a large scale scene image classification dataset named Places, and showed the effectiveness of pre-training CNN parameters on it compared to the ImageNet dataset. To handle the complex geometric variability of scene image, explicitly extracting the object-level or theme-level features has been explored by several methods. The work of [7] , [8] and [9] were proposed to leverage the local CNN features for scene classification. These methods firstly extracted features of different scales and locations densely, and then encoded them with the fisher vector (FV) [10] . Although these works can improve the performance with the powerful local features, there exist two obvious disadvantages. One is that merely exploiting the local features neglects the global layout of the scene. Another disadvantage FIGURE 1. Object-centric images (first row) and scene classification images (second row). Images shown in the first row are selected from ImageNet [1] , and the second row images are selected from NYU Depth V2 dataset [3] .
is that using densely sampled local features may introduce noise into the final feature encodings, which may further limit the performance.
With the rapid development of depth sensors, RGB-D image based scene classification has attracted increasing research interest. As RGB-D indoor scene images are also not object-centric, several methods [11] , [12] were proposed to learn the component-aware semantic features and represent the indoor scene with the combination of object-level features. However, these methods need to accurately detect the objects before scene classification. Thus the performances of these methods deeply rely on the object detection accuracy. Moreover, it is really non-trivial to detect the cluttered objects accurately in the complex indoor scenes.
Although RGB-D scene image can provide extra geometric information compared to the common RGB image, how to learn the multi-modal features effectively is critical for the performance improvement. Many multi-modal representation learning strategies have been proposed to exploit the complementary information of two modalities. The work of Wang et al. [13] aimed to minimize the distance of RGB and Depth embeddings. Although enforcing the multi-modal consistency can exclude the noise, it also hinders the modal-complementary feature learning. Li et al. [14] proposed a discriminative multi-modal feature learning framework, which learned the distinctive embedding and the correlative embedding simultaneously. However, merely global features are used for multi-modal feature learning and fusion, and local features are neglected in these methods.
Traditional multi-modal feature learning methods usually neglect an important factor: the spatial distribution of features. Based on the fact that depth modality can capture more accurate global scene layout information than RGB modality, we propose to learn modal-specific features from global features and enforce the modality-consistency on selected local features. Since depth modality is also a image, there exists spatial correspondence between the RGB and depth modality. This makes RGB-D image based scene recognition different from visual & text or visual & audio multi-modal feature learning task. However, prior works usually neglect the spatial distribution of features when extracting modaldistinctive and modal-consistent representations.
To handle the aforementioned issues, in this work, we propose an end-to-end multi-modal feature learning framework, which adaptively selects important local region features and fuses the local and global features together for RGB-D scene recognition. Different from densely patch-sampling based or object detection based approaches, the proposed method selects important local features at different locations on the high-semantic level CNN feature maps. Moreover, we consider the spatial distribution for multi-modal feature learning by encouraging the modality-consistency and modality-correlation on local and global features respectively. Specifically, our contributions can be summarized as follows.
1) A novel RGB-D scene recognition framework is proposed to explicitly learn the global modal-specific and local modal-consistent features simultaneously. Different from existing approaches, the spatial distribution of features is considered for multi-modal representation learning. 2) Key Feature Selection (KFS) module is designed, which can adaptively select important local features from the high-semantic level CNN feature maps. It is more efficient and effective than object detection and dense patch-sampling based methods. 3) A triplet correlation loss and a spatial-attention similarity loss are proposed to learn the local modal-consistent features. With these loss functions, the network can learn the common local patterns between two modalities with no need for extra annotations.
Experiments on two public datasets SUN RGB-D [15] and NYU v2 [3] have shown the effectiveness of the proposed method. The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. We review the related works in section II. In section III, the details of the proposed method is described. Experimental results and analysis are presented in section IV. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Many computer vision tasks [16] have achieved great performance improvement with the surge of deep learning methods. However, full-image global CNN features are not flexible enough to represent the complex indoor scene. Thus several local CNN features based methods are proposed for RGB-D scene classification. To learn better local CNN features, Gong et al. [7] introduced a multi-scale CNN framework to aggregate densely sampled multi-scale features with the vector of locally aggregated descriptors (VLAD) [17] . The work of [8] and [5] proposed to encode the scene image with multi-scale local activations via the fisher vector (FV) encoding. Song et al. [18] firstly trained the model on depth image patches in a weakly-supervised manner, and then fine tuned the model with full image. Nevertheless, the densely sampled image patches for feature encoding may contain noise, which decreases the recognition performance.
To handle the aforementioned problems, several methods employ object detection to extract object-level local features. Wang et al. [11] attempted to use the CNN region proposals as local features, and combined the local and global features via FV to learn component-aware representations. The work of [12] introduced object detection on RGB-D image to obtain more accurate object-level local features, and they further modeled the object relation among the detected objects. Although improved performance can be achieved, the error accumulation problem of two-stage pipeline methods and higher computational complexity are still limitations.
Multi-modal feature learning strategy is critical for RGB-D scene classification task. To fuse multi-modal features, varieties of strategies have been investigated [19] . Image level multi-modal fusion was proposed in [20] by constructing the RGB-D Laplacian pyramid. Song et al. [15] fused the two modal features by concatenating two-stream CNN features to one fully connected layer. The work of [21] employed a three-stream CNN to combine RGB branch and two depth modal features by using element-wise summation. To learn modal-consistent features, Wang et al. [22] enforced the network to learn common features between RGB and depth images. Li et al. [14] aimed to learn the correlative and distinctive embeddings between the two modalities simultaneously. However, enforcing modal consistency hinders the complementary feature learning, which may decrease the performance. Moreover, these multi-modal learning methods do not take local features into consideration.
III. OUR METHOD
The whole proposed framework is shown in Fig. 2 . Firstly, three RGB and depth (HHA encoded [23] ) image pairs are sampled to input the network as a training triplet. After the feature extraction through a two-branch CNN, global modal-specific features are learned with the FC (Fully Connected) layers and auxiliary loss. Meanwhile, local important region features are selected with the KFS module. Then the global and local features of two modalities are concatenated together for the final scene classification. The details of the proposed framework will be described in the following sections.
A. KEY LOCAL FEATURE SELECTION
The great intra-class variation RGB-D indoor scene makes the classification challenging. From the second row of Fig. 1 we can see that, there are three dramatically different images with the same ''book store'' class label. Considering this, we employ local object-level features to reduce the intra-class variation.
Different from patch-based and object detection based methods, in this work, we aim to select key region features from the high semantic level CNN feature maps. As CNN learns local features by convolution operation, the local spatial context information is embedded into the feature vectors of the final feature maps. Suppose that F rgb is the final feature of RGB branch for one training sample in the input triplet.
As the scene image can usually be represented by several typical objects or themes, we opt to select K local object or theme-level features from F rgb ∈ R (N ,C,H ,W ) for classification. N is the batch size. For feature selection, it is critical to define the criteria to measure the importance of features. To learn which features are more important, we employ the spatial attention based models to enhance the local feature selection module in this work. Specifically, the non-local networks are employed as the spatial attention module, which can be formulated as follows.
where g is a 1 × 1 convolutional layer with the same output channel number as the input features. θ and φ are 1 × 1 convolutional layers for transforming the input feature F rgb in non-local networks. θ, φ and g are convolutional layers for learning the attention mask, which are different for RGB and depth modality. In this work, the dot-product similarity is used to measure the similarity between features at different spatial positions. Then the final spatial attention results are obtained by
where γ is a learnable parameter, and its initial value is set to 0. Intuitively, features with higher response should be more important than the lower ones. Thus we sum over all the channels of FA rgb to get a response map F resp ∈ R (N ,H ,W ) . and H , W are height and width of the response map. Then we reshape the response map to {N , H × W }, and sort them to find the K highest response indexes. With the 'Sort and Select' strategy, K local feature vectors are selected to represent the scene.
However, merely considering the filter response is insufficient to select discriminative features for scene classification. Since we aim to select local features which are critical for classifying the scene of different classes, the triplet correlation loss is proposed to regularize the local feature selection process.
The triplet loss module is shown in Fig.4 . The selected local features of each sample in the input triplet can be denoted as E p , E a , E n ∈ R N ,C×K , where E p and E a are positive and anchor features with the same class label, and E n is the negative one with different label. The triplet correlation loss can be formulated as where L rgb_trip_corr is the triplet correlation loss for local feature selection of the RGB modality, and the loss computation for depth modality is similar to the RGB modality.
B. ENFORCING THE MULTI-MODAL FEATURE CONSISTENCY
RGB-D image based feature learning is quite different from visual/audio or visual/text multi-modal feature learning task. Since RGB and depth modality are both images and they are spatially aligned, we can further enhance the modality consistency using the attention mask depicted in section III-A. As aforementioned, the spatial attention module is designed to capture the local part features without the need for extra annotations. The experimental results of the Key Local Feature selection module reveal that the spatial attention map for RGB and depth modality are surprisingly similar, as shown in Fig. 6 . Inspired by this observation, we further design a loss term to enforce the consistency of multiple modality attention maps. The detailed illustration of this loss is shown in Fig. 3 . The spatial attention module are used to allow the model to focus on key local features for both the RGB and depth input images. Thus two attention masks are obtained for the two modalities. Based on the observation that attention masks for RGB and depth modality are similar in spatial distribution. We further propose a loss term to maximize the similarity between two attention masks of different modalities.
Specifically, suppose the attention maps of RGB and depth modality are A rgb and A d respectively, the similarity loss L sim can be computed as
By encouraging the network to focus on features at similar spatial positions, the proposed framework can learn more representative modal-consistent features.
C. DISCRIMINATIVE MULTI-MODAL GLOBAL FEATURE LEARNING
As global features are useful for describing the scene layouts, they are important for scene classification. To make full use of each modality, the modal-specific global features are extracted for RGB and depth modality respectively.
Specifically, we first sample three images as a triplet input, which consists of two images with the same class label and one image with different class labels. For simplicity, the triplet samples are denoted as {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 } and their labels as {y 1 , y 2 , y 3 }. In this triplet, we set y 1 = y 2 . For these three samples, cross-entropy loss is used for image classification.
As the global feature learning process for RGB and depth modality are similar, we take the RGB branch for example. For simplicity, we represent the CNN feature learning as
and the three learned global embeddings G p , G a , G n are obtained by a fully connected layer. G p is the feature of positive sample y 1 , which has the same class label with the anchor sample y 2 . G a is the feature of y 2 , and it has different class label with negative sample y 3 , whose feature embedding is G n . To learn the modal-specific features, we propose to train the two branches of CNN separately. Since RGB and depth modality data contains different information, training two branches of CNN separately can force the CNN to learn specific features for each modality. In this work, cross-entropy loss is applied for training the two branches of CNN separately. This can be represented as
where L aux rgb is the auxiliary loss function for discriminative feature learning.ŷ i and y i are the class predictions of the global features and ground truth respectively. The global feature learning for RGB modality is illustrated in Fig. 5 . For the depth modality, the loss computation is similar to the RGB modality depicted above.
D. MULTI-MODAL GLOBAL AND LOCAL FEATURE FUSION
To fuse the learned global and local features together for RGB and depth modality, we concatenate them into a multi-modal global and local feature vector for the final scene classification. This can be denoted as
where F mmgl is the multi-modal global and local feature vector. E rgb and E d are the selected local features for RGB and depth modality. G rgb and G d are the global features of the RGB and depth modality. After passing F mmgl through a fully connected layer, the final classification result can be predicted with an extra softmax layer. For all the three samples in the input triplet, cross entropy is used as the final classification loss, which can be represent as
whereŷ i and y i are the class predictions of the final multi-modal features and ground truth respectively. Finally, the overall loss of the proposed framework consists of two global modal-specific auxiliary loss functions, two triplet correlation loss functions and one final classification loss function. Thus the total loss function can be formulated as
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Based on this observation, we further proposed an attention mask similarity loss to enhance the local modal-consistent feature learning.
where the term L aux consists of RGB and depth auxiliary loss. L aux is computed by
The triplet correlation loss also includes two terms for both RGB and depth modality, which is defined as
The proposed framework takes triplet as input and learns the global and local multi-modal features with the auxiliary loss and triplet correlation loss described above. The whole framework can be trained in an end-to-end manner and can be easily implemented using modern deep learning frameworks.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the proposed method on two public datasets: SUN RGB-D [15] and NYU Depth Dataset version 2 [3] . There are 10,355 RGB images with corresponding depth images in SUN RGB-D dataset, and they are divided into 19 categories. Following the previous experimental settings [15] , we use 4,845 images for training, 4,659 images for testing. NYUD v2 contains 1449 images, and they are divided into 10 categories including 9 common indoor scene types and one 'others' category. In this dataset, 795 images are used for training and 654 for testing following the setting in [24] .
Mean-class accuracy is used as the evaluation measurement in this work to compare with previous methods. It is computed by averaging the precisions for all the categories, i.e., the diagonal elements of the confusion matrix. The mean-class accuracy can be defined as follows.
where correct c is the number of correctly predicted samples of class c, and Num c is the total number of samples of class c.
A. PARAMETERS SETUP
We compute the HHA encodings with the released code from [23] . As the training samples are scarce for deep CNN, data augmentation is used in our work. The input images in triplet are firstly resized to 224 × 224, and then random horizontal flip and random erasing [25] are used for each modality at a probability of 0.5. To compare it with existing work, AlexNet [26] with pre-trained parameters on Places dataset is used as the back-bone network. Adam [27] optimizer is employed with a initial learning rate of 1e-4. The learning rate is reduced by a fraction of 0.9 every 80 epochs during training. The batch size is set to 64 with shuffle and 300 epochs are used to train the proposed framework. For the multi-task training, we set the parameters λ 1 and λ 2 to 1 in all of our experiments. The parameter λ 3 is set to 0.001 in all the experiments.
B. SUN RGB-D DATASET
We compare six state-of-the-art methods on SUN RGB-D dataset. Among them, Song et al. [15] took RGB and HHA encoding as input for scene classification. [28] combined the scene recognition and semantic segmentation tasks into one multi-task framework. Zhu et al. [29] considered the intra-class and inter-class correlations for scene classification. Wang et al. [11] and Song et al. [12] introduced object detection based local feature learning methods. [14] proposed a framework to learn distinctive and correlative features simultaneously. From the results in Table 1 , our method achieves state-of-the-art performance 55.9%, which is better than object detection based methods [12] , [11] . Among these compared methods, the work of Li et al. [14] is the most related work with ours. They achieved state-ofthe-art performance by learning the modal-distinctive and modal-correlative features simultaneously. However, local features are not considered in their work, which is important for scene recognition tasks. By extracting and combining the global and local features, the proposed method in this work can obtain better performance, which indicates the effectiveness of the designed KFS module.
For local feature extraction, Song et al. [12] proposed to learn local object-level features by performing the object detection task in advance of scene recognition. They further took the relationships between objects into consideration and achieved quite good performance. However, although global and local features are considered in their work, they neglect the modal-correlation and modal-distinction for multi-modal feature learning. By integrating the global/local and modalspecific/consistent feature learning processes, the proposed framework can achieve better scene recognition performance.
C. NYUD V2 DATASET
On NYU v2 dataset, five state-of-the-art methods are compared. Among them, Song et al. [18] tried to learn depth features by firstly training the network on local depth patches. As presented in Table 2 , our approach achieves better performance (accuracy 67.8%) than state-of-the-art method (66.9%) on NYUD v2 dataset. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that no object detection is needed in our approach. In general, the experimental results on NYUD v2 dataset is similar to SUN RGB-D dataset. The proposed method can obtain better recognition performance than existing state-of-the-art methods, which indicates the effectiveness of our framework.
Additionally, ablation study on NYU v2 dataset is conducted for more comprehensive evaluations of the proposed method. As shown in Table 3 , merely employing single modality information can only achieve limited performance. With the discriminative global feature learning module, 'RGB-D Global(Discriminative Learning)' can obtain 64.1% accuracy, which improves 2.6% than baseline 61.5%. We also evaluate the effect of the triplet loss of KFS module. The results show that 65.3% accuracy can be obtained without Some examples of the selected key regions of the proposed method is presented in Fig. 7 . From the figure we can see that some common object-level features are selected for the same FIGURE 7. The illustration of the attention map for selecting key local features. The upper row shows the attention maps for RGB modality, and the lower row shows the attention map for depth modality. It is worth mentioning that we still use RGB image instead of its HHA encoding for more clear presentation. We can see that the attention masks for RGB and depth modality have similar spatial distributions for learning modal-consistent local features. scene class. In Fig. 7 , the upper row shows the attention maps for RGB modality, and the lower row shows the attention map for depth modality. It is worth mentioning that we still use RGB image instead of its HHA encoding for more clear presentation.
D. DISCUSSION
To sum up, experiments on public datasets have indicated the effectiveness of the proposed method. From the experimental results, we find that local features, i.e., CNN intermediate features are critical to the performance improvement of scene classification. By combining the local CNN features with the global features, the accuracy can be boosted. This reveals that the selected local features are complementary to global features for scene classification task. Moreover, the proposed local feature selection module can be trained jointly with scene recognition task in an end-to-end manner, which is more efficient than object-detection based method. Additionally, traditional modal-consistent representations are extracted with global features, while the experiments of this work indicate that local modal-consistent features can be useful for RGB-D scene recognition.
From the experiments we observe that foreground objects share similar pattern between two modalities, and the performance can be boosted by further enhancing the pattern similarity (similarity between attention masks). However, depth modality contains more information about the global scene layout, the global background features may be more suitable for learning the modal-distinctive features. Enforcing the dissimilarity on selected local features of two modalities cannot improve the performance. Considering that the KFS module is proposed to select foreground object-level features, the similarity loss is more useful for KFS module.
The noise in depth images can do harm to the learned features in RGB-D image based tasks. For depth images in the RGB-D scene recognition datasets, the noise usually appears on the background areas (away from image center). However, the proposed method mainly focuses on learning the features of foreground objects by KFS module. Since the foreground objects usually contain no noise, learning local foreground features with the KFS module can help to alleviate the effect of the depth noise.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a compact and effective framework for RGB-D scene recognition, which fuses local and global features together to improve the recognition performance. To extract effective local features of key objects or themes, we propose a key feature selection (KFS) module, which adaptively selects key local features under the supervision of a triplet correlation loss and a multi-modal consistency loss. With this module, the proposed method can learn more discriminative local representations. Besides, global modal-specific features are extracted for the two modalities respectively under the supervision of the proposed auxiliary loss. By concatenating the global and local features, the proposed framework can achieve new state-of-the-art scene recognition performance on the SUN RGB-D dataset and NYU Depth version 2 (NYUD v2) dataset.
